
WIND HARDWARE has been a proven industrial hardware supplier of choice for 
manufacturers for over 65 years. Known for our product quality, service-oriented approach, 
strong engineering capabilities, smart logistics, and value, we take pride in being a trusted 
partner for clients seeking quality solutions with the service to match.

We are a national leader in drawer slides because we combine engineering innovation, the 
latest CAD technology, and top-notch craftsmanship to produce the best quality drawer 
slides available.  

DRAWER SLIDE APPLICATIONS

We offer a full array of top-notch drawer slides for a variety of applications, such as:

TRUSTED PARTNER FOR RELIABLE PARTSR

» Cabinets

» Casework

» File and Storage Drawers

» Office and Industrial Furniture

» Electronic Enclosures

» Tool Boxes

DRAWER SLIDES  FROM WIND HARDWARE
A leading supplier of quality hardware for industrial applications

CONTACT US
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sales@windcorp.com 
windhardware.com



TRUSTED PARTNER FOR RELIABLE PARTSR

We want to be able to get you  
drawer slides that fit your needs 
quickly, so we offer a variety of  
in-stock common drawer slides,  
which usually ship within 48 hours. 
These slides can bear 100 lb.  
loads per pair and come in even  
slide lengths from 10" to 24".  

APPLICATIONS

Office Furniture, Casework,  
Cabinets, Electronic Enclosures, 
Tool Boxes

FEATURES

1.25” hole system, separable  
inner channel, fine adjustment 
for gap

SLIDE TRAVEL

½" over travel (½" over extension)

MATERIAL

Work-hardened cold rolled steel

FINISH

Electro-zinc plated with 
clear chromate 

We manufacture custom drawer  
slides that fit whatever variety, 
application, or load rating you need.

VARIETIES

Bayonet, Self-closing, Full Extension,  
¾ Extension, Flipper Door, Overhead Door, 
Over-travel, Soft and Self-close, Anti-tilt

APPLICATIONS

Office and Industrial Furniture, Cabinets, 
Electronic Enclosures, Tool Boxes,  
Medical Carts, Computer Keyboard 
Drawers, Television Chests

MATERIAL

Work-hardened cold rolled steel

FINISH

Electro-zinc plated with clear  
chromate; black electrocoat available 

LOAD RATING

Varies, depending on type

SLIDE LENGTHS

Even lengths 10"and longer

Our heavy duty drawer  
slides are renowned for their 
strength, durability, and long  
life, while still allowing for  
smooth movement.

APPLICATIONS

Lateral Files, File Drawers, 
Storage Drawers

MATERIAL

Work-hardened cold rolled steel

FINISH

Electro-zinc plated with clear 
chromate; black electrocoat 
available 

LOAD RATING

250-500 lbs. per pair,
depending on type

SLIDE LENGTHS

Even lengths 10"-24"

IN STOCK
DRAWER SLIDES

CUSTOM
DRAWER SLIDES

HEAVY DUTY
DRAWER SLIDES

CONTACT US

If you have any questions on  
Wind Hardware or our drawer slide 
capabilities, please do not hesitate 
to reach out. We’ll be happy to talk 
through your needs and are confident 
we’ll be able to offer you the right 
solution. You can reach us by calling 
(203) 778-1001 or emailing us at 
sales@windcorp.com.


